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**Philips Introduces Die-Level LUXEON Flip Chip LED Technology, Giving Customers Complete Design Flexibility**

*Luminaire manufacturers gain exceptional access to Philips Lumileds technology*

**San Jose, CA** – Philips Lumileds today announced new LUXEON Flip Chip LED devices that will enable the next generation of lighting applications by providing luminaire manufacturers with more design flexibility. Users can now access Philips Lumileds technology through a robust LUXEON Flip Chip die format giving them greater design options than in the past.

“Now luminaire manufacturers can enjoy the best of both worlds, by either incorporating packaged LEDs as they did in the past, or by starting with the LED die and customizing the phosphor and packaging to best suit their lighting application,” said Pierre-Yves Lesaicherre, CEO of Philips Lumileds.

While traditional wire bonding limits the packing and power density of LEDs, LUXEON Flip Chip LEDs can be packaged closer and can be driven at a higher current density. This requires fewer emitters to achieve a higher lumen output at higher lumen densities, a capability that is especially advantageous with chip-on-board and other high-power applications.

“The end result is that luminaire manufacturers can achieve higher lumens per dollar through higher lumen densities and a straightforward packaging process,” said Lesaicherre.

*The robust design of Philips Lumileds LUXEON Flip Chip LED die enables LED lighting with high lumen output per dollar.*
One design advantage is large p and n bond pads that improve LUXEON Flip Chip packaging reliability.

Philips Lumileds introduced high-power LUXEON Flip Chips in a 1.0 mm x 1.0 mm format today. As is the case with all LUXEON LEDs, these chips take advantage of Philips Lumileds leadership in epitaxial technology, materials and design. Please direct inquiries to FlipChip@philips.com.
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Royal Philips Electronics (NYSE: PHG, AEX: PHIA) is a diversified health and well-being company, focused on improving people’s lives through meaningful innovation in the areas of Healthcare, Consumer Lifestyle and Lighting. Headquartered in the Netherlands, Philips posted 2012 sales of EUR 24.8 billion and employs approximately 118,000 employees with sales and services in more than 100 countries. The company is a leader in cardiac care, acute care and home healthcare, energy efficient lighting solutions and new lighting applications, as well as male shaving and grooming, home and portable entertainment and oral healthcare. News from Philips is located at www.philips.com/newscenter.